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Networks of queues with blocking have proved useful in modelling computer systems, distributed
systems, telecommunication systems, and flexible manufacturing systems. A queueing network with
blocking is a set of arbitrarily linked finite capacity nodes. Blocking arises because of the limitations
imposed on the size of these nodes. That is, the flow of units through one node may be momentarily
stopped if a destination node has reached its capacity. Queueing networks with blocking are, in general,
difficult to treat Some exact closed-form results have been reported in the literature. However, closedform solutions are not generally available. Most of the techniques, therefore, that have been employed
to analyze queueing networks with blocking havebeen basedon approximations, numerical techniques,
and simulation. In this paper, we survey approximation solution techniques for the analysis of open
queueing networks with blocking whichconsist of more than NlO nodes. In particular, we concentrate
on tandem and arbitrary configurations of open queueing networks with blocking. The paper can be
seen as complementing the two surveys by Perms [64] and Onvural [61].
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1. INTRODUCTION
Networks of queues with blocking have proved useful in modelling computer systems,
distributed systems, telecommunication systems, and flexible manufacturing systems. A
queueing network with blocking is a set of arbitrarily linked finite capacity nodes. Blocking
arises because of the limitations imposed on the size of these nodes. That is, the flow of
units through one node may be momentarily stopped if a destination node bas reached its
capacity. This type of blocking is not related to the notion of blocking in teletraffic, where
an arriving unit is blocked, i.e. lost, if the node is full.
Queueing networks with blocking are, in general.difficult to treat. Some exact closed-form
results have been reponed in the literature. However, closed-form solutions are not
generally available. Most of the techniques, therefore, that are employed to analyze such
queueing networks are based on analytic approximations, numerical analysis, and
simulation.
In Perros [64] a survey of results was given for two-node queueing networks with
blocking. This is the simplest configuration of queueing networks with blocking, and it
consists of two nodes linked in tandem, where the second node is always finite. The first
node mayor may not be finite. This model has been studiedunder a multiplicity of different
assumptions regarding service time distributions, feedbacks, and blockingmechanisms. A
systematic presentation of the literature related to closed queueing networks with blocking
which consist of two or more nodes is given in Onvural [61] elsewhere in this book.
In this paper, we survey approximation solution techniques for the analysis of open
queueing networks with blocking, which consist of more than two nodes. In particular, we
concentrate on tandem and arbitrary configurations of open "queueing networks with
blocking. The paper can be seen as complementing the two surveys by Perros [64] and
Onvural [61] mentioned above. We note that due to space limitations, it is impossible to
survey all the approximation algorithms that have been proposed, and the presentation of
the material has been influencedto some extent by the author's research interests.
The approximation algorithms presented in this paper are in the form of iterative schemes.
In general, these iterative schemes have been validated empirically. That is, a proposed
algorithm was employed to analyze various examples of the queueing network under
study, and the approximation results were compared against simulation data and exact
numerical data. The exact numerical data were obtained by solving numerically the

underlying Markov Chain of the queueing network under study. We note that, to the best
knowledge of the author, no formal comparison between these algorithms has as yet been
reponed in the literature. Also, the convergence and error analysis of these algorithms have
not as yet been formally carried out, Due to space limitations, we do not give specific
numerical examples in order to demonstrate the accuracy of these approximation
algorithms. However,wheneverpossible we commenton their accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we review the most commonly
used blocking mechanisms and we discuss some well-known equivalencies between these
blocking mechanisms. In section 3 we examine tandem configurations of open queueing
networks with blocking assuming exponential service times. In section 4, we examine
tandem configurations of open queueing networks with blocking assuming constant service
times. The case of tandem configurations with general service times is taken up in section
5. The analysis of arbitrary configurations is discussed in section 6. Fmally, in section 'l,
we remark on possible future research directions in the area of queueing networks with
blocking.
t

Before we proceed with the paper, we review some basic concepts that will be used in the
paper.
1.1 Some basic concepts
We define a node to consist of a queue served by a single server. (If a node consists of
more than one server, then it will be specifically mentioned.) We will mostly deal with
finite capacity nodes. We indicate such a node by the familiar figure shown below, where
the circle indicates the server,

m
and the rectangular with the finite numberof positionsindicates the finite capacityqueue. It
is assumed that there is a position in front of the server that is occupied by the unit CUITently
in service. Thus, the maximum numberof unirs, m, that can be accommodatedin this finite
capacity node is equal to the maximum number of units that can be accommodated in its
queue plus the one in service. Whenever possible, the service rate will be indicated within
the circle. The rate of arrivals observed at point A will be referred to as the total arrival

rase. The rate of arrivals observed at point B will be referred to as the effective an-ivai rate.
This rate is, of course, the rate of units who succeed in entering the finite node. Finally,
because of blocking, the time a unit spends in front of the server may be longer than its
service time. This total time will be referred to as the

effective service time. That is, the

effective service time of a unit at a node consists of its service plus an additional delay the
unit may suffer due to blocking.

One of the dis.tribu~on~ tha~ will ~ used in this paper is the Coxian distribution. Below, we
show a Coxian distribution With n phases. Each phase represents an exponential
distribution. A unit first receives an exponential service with mean 1/JJ.l, and then with
probability I-a} it departs or with probability at it proceeds to the second phase where it
receives an exponential service with mean 1/J.l2. Then. with probability l-a2 it departs or

with probability a2 it proceeds to the third phase. The unit proceeds through the phases in

this fashion. A unit that completes the last phase departs with probability 1. Such a
distribution is notated as Cn. In this paper, we will make use of the two-phased Coxian
distribution, i.e. C2. This is obtained from the above distribution be setting n=2. It should

be noted that a C2 has a coefficient of variation greater than 0.5, and it can be used to
approximate distributions with a rational Laplace transform.

In general, in a

Cn

distribution, the unit visits the phases in a sequential fashion. It is possibly to allow the
unit to follow different paths through the phases. In this case, the resulting distribution is

commonly referred to as phase-type distribution and it is notated as PH n, where n is the
number of phases.

2. BLOCKING l\IECHANISMS
Various blocking mechanisms have been considered in the literature so far. These
mechanisms arose out of different studies of real-life systems. They are distinct types of
models for blocking, a fact that may be easily missed by a reader unfamiliar with the
subject. The most commonly used blocking mechanisms can be classified as follows.

Blockinl-after-service: A unit upon service completion at node i attempts to join

destination node j. If node j at that moment is full, the unit is forced to wait in node i, in
front of server i, until it enters destination node j. The server remains blocked for this
period of time and it cannot serve any other units waiting in the node · This blocking
mechanismhas been used to model systems such as disk 110 configurations and production
systems (cf. Altiok [2], Petros [62]). In the literature, this blocking mechanism is known
by the names: type 1 blocking, transfer blocking. production blocking, and non-immediate
blocking.
Blocklng-before-servlce: A unit in node i declares its destination (say node j) prior to

starting service. If node j is full, the server of node i becomes blocked, Le, it cannot serve
any units. When a departure occurs from destination node i, the server of node i becomes
unblocked and the unit begins receivingservice.This blocking mechanism has been used to
model production systems and telecommunication systems (cf. Gershwin [23], Brandwajn
[15]). It is known in the literature by the names: type 2 blocking, communication blocking,
immediate blocking, and service blocking.
Depending upon whether the blocked unit is allowed to occupy the position in front of the
server or nor, one can distinguish two cases. In the first case, the position in front of the
server can be occupied by the blocked unit when the server is blocked, whereas in the
second case it cannot Let us consider, for instance, two nodes in tandem with capacities
ml and m2. In the first case, when there are m2 units in the second node (i.e, the second
node is full), there can be at most Mt units in the first node, whereas in the second case,
there can be at most mj-I units in it This distinction may be meaningful in certain reallife systems. We note that most authors typically consider the first case. In view of this,
unless otherwise specified, in the remaining of this paper we shall assume that in the
blocking-before-service mechanism, the blocked unit is allowed to occupy the position in
front of the server.
Repetitive-service: A unit upon service completion at node i attempts to join node j. If

the node j is full, the unit receives another service at node i. This is repeated until the unit
completes a service at node i at a moment when node j is not fulL This type of blockingis
known in the literature by the names: type 3 blocking, and rejection blocking.

In the above description, it was assumed that the destination node is fixed, In general, one
can distinguish two cases: fixed destination and random destination. In the first case, once
the unit's destination is determined it cannot bealtered. That is, each time the unit completes

a service it attempts to enter the same destination node. In the second case, each time the
unit completes a service, a destination node is chosen independently of the destination node
chosen the previous time. The fixed destination case has been used in modelling
telecommunication systems (cf. Caseau and Pujolle [17]). The random destination case has
been used to model flexible manufacturing systems (ct. Yao and Buzacott [75]).
To understand how these blocking mechanisms work, let us consider a queueing network
with blocking consisting of a node (node 0) linked to M parallel nodes (numbered 1 to M).
Let m; be the finite capacity of node I, i=O,I,...,M. Units arrive from outside and they join
node O. A unit, upon service completion at node 0 joins one of the M downstream nodes
with probability POi, i= l,2, ... ,M, and after service completion it departs from the network.
This tree-like configuration, hereafter referred to as split configuration, is shown in figure
2.1. (Note that this split configuration is not related to the forkfJOin type of configurations).
In the case of blocking-after-service, a unit in node 0, upon service completion will choose
a destination node j, ISj~. If node j is full, node 0 will get blocked and the unit will
remain in front of the server until the moment when a departure occurs from node j. Then,
the unit will join node j and the server at node 0 will become unblocked. In the case of

2.1. A split configuration
blocking-before-service, a unit will rust choose a destination node j, lSj~, and if this
node is not full it will begin service. If node j is full, the server at node 0 will become
blocked. It will remain blocked until a departure occurs from node j. If the blocking
mechanism is repetitive-service, then the unit in node 0 will choose a destination node j,
ISj~, upon completion of its service. If node j is full, the unit will immediately stan a
new service at node O. In the fixed destination case, the unit will repeatedly receive service
at node 0 until it succeeds in entering node j. In the random destination case, however, the

unit will repeatedly receive service at node O. but each time it completes service it will
choose a new destination node independently of the destination node chosen last time.
Finally. we need to clarify further the mechanisms blocking-alter-service and blocking-

before-service when there are several nodes which have the same destination node. In
particular. consider the tree-like configuration, hereafter referred to as a merge
configuradon, shown in figure 2.2. This configuration consists of M nodes in parallel
(numbered 1 to M) all linked to the same node (node 0). Let IDi be the finite capacity of
node it i=O.l.....M. There are M independent arrival streams, one for each of the M
nodes. A unit in node it j=l,2,...,M. upon completion of its service joins node 0 with
probability 1, and after it receives service, it departs from the network. (We note that this
merge configuration is not related to forkljoin type of queues.) In the case of

Figure2.2: A mergeconfiguration
blocking-after-service, when a unit completes its service at the ith node, lSiSJ.'A, at a time
that node 0 is full, the unit becomes blocked. At that instance, there may be other units
(from the other M-I nodes) also blocked. Blocked units enter node 0 on sfirst-btockedfirst-enter basis. Unblocking of the server at node i occurs when the blocked unit finally
enters node O. Now, let us consider the case of blocking-before-service. In this case, when
node 0 becomes full, all upstream services currently in progress are interrupted. These
blocked services are resumed when a departure occurs from node O. That is, a unit at node
i, lSiSM, may become blocked at any time during its service if node 0 becomes full (due to
arrivals from the other M-l nodes). During a blocking period, a unit that arrives at an idle
node it 1<i<M, cannot get served.
The above blocking mechanisms and their sub-categories are summarized in the table
below. For each mechanism, we give an abbreviation that we will make use of below.

Mechanisms

Abbreviation

1. Blocking-after-service

bas

2. Blocking-before-service
- position in front of blocked server may be occupied
- position in front of blocked server may not be occupied
3. Repetitive-service

bbs-po
bbs-pno

- fixed destination

rs-fd

- random destination

rs-rd

In the above three blocking mechanisms, a server becomes unblocked when the number of
units in the destination node drops below its maximum capacity. Larouche and Neuts [46]
considered other extensions whereby unblocking occurs when the number of units in the
destination node drops below a pre-defined level, not necessarily equal to its maximum
capacity (see also Lavenberg [47] and Altiok and Ranjan [8]). Also, there is a host of
different blocking mechanisms associated with product-form solutions (cf. Hordijk and
Van Dijk [29], Yao and Buzacott [75], and Le Ny [49~O]).

Comparisons between these three blocking mechanisms have been carried out to a limited
extent by Caseau and Pujolle [17], Altiok and Stidham [3], and Bocharov and Albores
[11]. More recently, Onvural and Perras [59] made extensive comparisons for tandem,
split, and merge configurations assuming exponentially distributed service times. The
objective of these comparisons was to obtain an equivalency between a queueing network
(call it A) with one blocking mechanism and another queueing network (call it B) with a
different blocking mechanism. Queueing network B may be identical to A, or it may be
obtained from A by simply changing the capacity of some or all of the nodes of A. The two
queueing networks are said to be equivalent if they have the same transition rate matrix. A
summary of the equivalencies obtained by Onvural and Perros [59] for tandem
configurations is given in the tables below without proof.
Configuration
Tanderr

Finite first node
bas

=bbs-pno

bbs-po--rs-fd=rs-rd
Two-node tandem

Infinite first node
bas=bbs-pno
bbs-po=rs-fd=rs-rd
bas=bbs-pno=bbs-po=rs-fd=rs- rd

In general, the notation i=j means that the particular queueing network with blocking

mechanism i is equivalent to the same queueing network with blocking mechanism j. For
tandem configurations, all the above equivalencies are valid without any adjustments to the
buffer capacity of the nodes, except the equivalency bas=bbs-pno. In this case, a tandem
configuration with blocking-alter-service is equivalent to an identical configuration with
blocking-before-service (and assuming that the position in front of a blocked server cannot
be occupied), if the buffer capacityof each intermediate node (i.e. each node except the first
one) is increased by one. The same adjustment holds for the equivalencies bas=bbs-po, bas
=n-fd, and bas =rs-rd reported in the case of two-node tandem configurations with infinite
first node .

For split configurations we have the following equivalencies valid without any adjustments
to the buffer capacity of the nodes.
Confi
S lit

tion

Node 0 finite
bbs- =n-fd

Finally, for merge configurations we have the following equivalencies valid without any
adjustments to the buffer capacityof the nodes.
Configuration

Nodes 1 to M finite

Mere:e

bbs-po=rs-fd=rs-rd

Node 1 to M infinite
bbs- po=bbs-pno=rs-fd=rs-rd

3. TANDEM CONFIGURATIONS: EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIMES
In this section, we examine tandem configurations of queueing networks with blocking
with exponentially distributedservicetimes.
Let us consider a tandem configuration of M nodes as shown in figure 3.1. For
presentation purposes the nodes are numbered from 1 to M starting from the leftmost node.
AU nodes are assumed to be finite except the first one which may be infinite. Let J.li and mi
be the service rate and maximum capacity of node i, i=lJ,... .M, respectively. AU service

times are assumed exponentially distributed. Units in a node are served in a FIFO manner.

Units arrive at the first node in a Poisson fashion at the rate A.. Let us assume for the
moment that the first node is finite. A unit enters this queue if it arrives at a time that the

Figure 3.1: An open tandem queueing netwcxk with blocking

node is not full Otherwise, it gets lost. Let Pi(nu be the probability that there are Di units in
the ith node. Then, the effective arrival rate at the first node is 1.= A.[l-Pl(mt)].
Below, we review four different approximation algorithms proposed for the analysis of the
above open tandem configurations with blocking, namely the algorithms by Hillier and
Boling [28], Perms and Altiok [63], Brandwajn and low [14,15], and Caseau and Pujolle

[17].

3.1 The Hillier and Boling algoritbm
Hillier and Boling [28] were probably the fIrSt to report on an approximation algorithm for
tandem configurations. The first node was assumed to be always saturated (i.e, never
empty). Blocking-after-service was assumed. That is, when a unit completes its service at
the ith node, it proceeds to the (i+ l)st node if there is space available. However, if the
(i + 1)st node is full at that time, the unit is forced to wait in front of the ith node until a

departure occurs from the (i+l)st node. During this time, the ith server remains blocked

and it cannot give service to any other units that might be waiting in the node. The
algorithm is in the form of an iterative scheme, and it was used by the authors to obtain the
throughput T of the system.
The approximation algorithm decomposes the system into individual nodes with modified
capacity, service process and arrival process. Each node is then analyzed in isolation. Each
node is modified as follows.

I.

The total arrival rate ~ at node i, i=2,3 .... ,M, is

A; ={JJ.i-t(l-Pi-l(O»
0

I

if niSmi
if Di=mi+ 1

(3.1)

Obviously, seeing that the flrSt node is never empty, we have that Pl(O)=O. and
therefore. A.2=J.Ll. The arrival process at each queue i, i=2,3,... ,M, is assumed to
be Poisson.

b.

The mean effective service rate Pi of the ith node, i-l,2r-",M, is
~)

where T is the system's throughput For, i=~

-Ie have P.M = JJ.M, and

~

,-1-

PM(O)] = T. The effective service time at each node is assumed to be exponentially
distributed.
c.

The capacity of each node is augmented by one in order to accommodate the
blocked unit, This is necessary due to the nature of the blocking-after-service
mechanism; the (i-l )st server acts as an additional space for the ith node during the
time period that it is blocked by this node. Therefore, the blocked unit, although it

waits in front of the (i-l )st server, is in effect pan of the ith node.
Therefore, each node i, i=I,2,... )A, is analyzed as an MlM/l/ml+l, i.e,

(3.3)

where Pi = Ai/J1i. Using (3.1) and (3.2) we have

Pi

=

)li-} [l-Pi-l (0)]

T/[ I-Pi(O)]

·

(3.4)

Using (3.4) into (3.3), we can solve for Pi(O) as a fixed-point problem, ifpi-l(O) and T are
known. The algorithm can now be summarized as follows.

Let T(O) be an initial value of the system's throughput Seeing that Pl(O)=O, we can solve
the fixed-point problem involving equations (3.3) and (3.4) in order to obtain P2(O).
Proceeding in this fashion, we can solve for P3(O), ..., and finally for PM(O). Using PM(O)
we can compute a new value for T, call it T(1). If mO) • lit)1 < ~ we stop. Otherwise, we
set T(0) • T(l) and repeat the above algorithm.
3.2 The Perros and Altiok algorithm
Perms and Altiok [63] proposed an approximation algorithm for the analysis of the
queueing network shown in figure 3.1. The first node may be finite or infinite. Blockingafter-service was assumed. The algorithm is based on an earlier algorithm by Altiok[2].
The approximation proceduredecomposes the queueing network into individual nodes with
revised arrival process, service process, and augmented buffer capacity. These individual
nodes are then analyzed in isolation starting from node M and working backwards. Each
node is modified as follows.
a.

The arrival process at each node is assumed to be Poisson.

b.

The service mechanism of each server i, that is liable to getting blocked, is enhanced
by appropriately adding exponential phases. The resulting service mechanism is, in
general, of the phase-type and it represents the regular service a unit receives plus
any possible delays it might undergo due to blocking.

c.

The capacity of each node (except node 1) is augmented by one in order to
accommodate the blocked unit

The main result that can be obtained using this approximation algorithmis the queue-length
probability distribution of each node. The procedure can be used when the first node is
infinite or finite.
Let us assume for a moment that the first node is inflnite. Then, given that the first node is
stable, the effective arrival rate ~ at the ith node, ~,is A. Therefore, the arrival process at
each node i, ~, is assumed to be Poisson with parameter Ai such that the effective arrival
rate to this node is equal to ~. That is 1i = ).[1-Pi(mi+ 1)].
Now, the Mth server cannot get blocked. Therefore, it can be analyzed in isolation as an
l\1IMIl/mM+ 1 queue with an arrival rate A.M. This quantity can be obtained by solving the

fixed-point problem ~M = AJ[l-PM(mM+l)]. The (M-l)st node can get blocked, and
therefore, it can be analyzed as an M/C2l1/mM-l+1 node with an arrival rate AM-I obtained
as above. The C2 distribution shown below reflects the effective service time a unit

receives at the (M-l)st server. In particular, a unit starting its service receives first an
exponentially distributed service with mean l~M.l. This is equivalent to the unit receiving
its service at the (M-I)st server. Upon completion of this service, the unit receives a
second exponentially distributed service with mean l~M with probability 1M-1.M' This
reflects the event that a unit upon completion alit! (M-l)st service finds the Mth node full
and therefore, it is forced to wait until a departure occurs from the Mth server. Obviously,
1. The quantity aM-l.M is calculated approximately using information
related to the queue-lengthdistribution of the Mth node (already analyzed).
aM-l.M + aM-I,O =

Now, let us consider the (M-2)nd node. This can be modelled as an M/PH3Il/mM-2+ 1
node, with a service mechanism as shown below.

a ~·2,M

We note that if the first phase is removed, we will obtain the effective service time of the
(M-I )st queue. A unit starting its service at this phase-type server, first receives an
exponential service with mean 1/~M.2. This is equivalent to the unit receiving its service at
the (M-2)nd server. Upon completion of this service, the unit may depart with probability
aM.2.0 • This is equivalent to the unit completing its service time at the (M-2)nd server at a
time the (M-l)st queue is not full However, if the (M-I)st node happens to be full at that
instant, the unit will get blocked. The unit will remain blocked, thus blocking the (M-2)nd
server, for a period of time which depends on the state of the (M-l)st server at the time that
the blocking occurred. The (M-l)st server, at that instance, may be either busy serving or

blocked (by the Mth node). H it is blocked, then the unit will remain blocked for a period
of time equal to the residual service time of the Mth server. Obviously, this period of time is
exponentially distributed with a mean time of l/J.1M. This is reflected in the phase-type
server by allowing the blocking unit to join the last phase. Now, if the (M-l)st server is
busy serving, then the unit will remain blocked until a departure occurs from the (M-I)st
server. This is reflected in the phase-type server by allowing the unit to join the second
phase. In this case, the period of time during which the unit will remain blocked is equal to
the residual service time at the (M-I)st server (which has a mean of l/J.1M-l) plus a possible
delay the (M-I)st server might suffer due to the Mth queue being full at the moment of
service completion at the (M-I)st server.
Thus, proceeding in this fashion, the effective service time of each server i can be
characterized. The branching probabilitiesaij for the ith server are calculatedapproximately
using information related to the queue-length distribution of the (i+ l)st queue, which has
already been analyzed approximately. In particular. let Xi be the steady-state conditional
probability that upon service completion at the (i-I)s! node, the ith node is full, i.e. it
contains mi units. Let WiG) be the steady-state probability that the ith server is in the jth
phase of its phase-type effective service time, given that the ith node is full. Then, the
branching probabilities aij can be approximated by lij=1ti+lWi+lG). where j=i+l,...,M, and
~l. The quantities 1ti+l and Wi+l(j) are obtained using the queue-length probability
distribution of the (i + 1)st node.
Each queue i is analyzed numerically as an M/PHM-i+l/1/mi+1 queue using the matrixgeometric procedure (see Neuts [56]). It should be mentioned that in order to analyze each
queue i, ~2, one needs to know in advance the total input rate Ai, rather than the effective
arrival rate ~i, where ~i =A. This quantity can be computed numerically using the fixedpoint expression A.i =)j(l-Pi(mi+ I)]. That is, assuming a value for A.i we solve numerically
to obtain the queue-length distribution of the ith node. From this. we calculate a new value
for At and we iterate in this fashion until the successive values of Ai'S converge.
The above algorithm can be also used when the first node is finite. In particular, in order to
use this algorithm, one needs to know in advance the effective input rate ~i into each node
i, i>I. In the case where the first node is infinite, this quantity is readily available, as it is
equal to the arrival rate ~ However, when the first node is finite, the effective arrival rate
into the first node is not known. In this case, the algorithm can be imbedded into a simple
iterative scheme, whereby the true value of 11 is approximated by successive iterations. In

particular. let i~O) be an initial estimate. Using the approximation algorithm, the queuelength distribution of the first node can be calculated. from whicha second value ~l) can be
obtained. We stop. if 11F·l~l)1 < e, else we set

if>.

>:fl) and we repeat the above

procedure.
3.3 Tbe Brandwajn and Jaw a110rithm
Brandwajn and Jow [14,15] developed an approximation algorithm for tandem queueing

networks assuming blocking-after-service ex- blocking-before-se!Vice. The arrival rate at the
first node (assumed to be finite) is state-dependant, The service rate at node i is also statedependent, The approximation algorithm gives the joint queue-length disttibution for pain
of neighbouring nodes. In this section, we discuss the approximation algorithm assuming
blocking-after-service.
The algorithm is an iterative scheme, in which the nodes of the queueing network are

considered two by two. The information obtained from the solution of the pair of nodes i
and i+l is used for the pairs i+l, i+2 and i-I, L In particular, let (ni,
be the state of node
i, where ni is the number of units in node i and Si is the status of the ith server. si=b if the
ith server is blocked, and Si=a otherwise. Let p(ni,sj,Di+l,Si+l) be the joint steady-state
probability distribution of the number of units in node i and i+ I. This joint distribution can
be obtained numerically. However, in order to set up the rate matrix associated with these

su

two nodes, we need to know how node i interacts with node i-I, and node i+l with node
i+2. In particular, we need to know the following transition rates:

a.

(ni,si,ni+l,si+l) => (ni,Sitni+l-l,a), the rate at which jobs depart from node i+l.

b.

(ni,Si,ni+l,a) => (nitsj,Di+l,b), the rate at which server i+l completes a job and the

c.

job is blocked by node i+2.
(mi,a,ni+l,si+l) => (mi- 1,a,ni+l+I,Si+l). the rate at which server i completes a
service and does not trigger an instantaneous arrival to node i (i.e. node i is not
blocking server i-I).

d.

(mj.a.n., 1.s.; 1) => (mi,a,Di+ 1+ 1,Si+1), the rate at which server i completes a
service and triggers an instantaneous arrival to node i (i,e. node i was blocking
server i-l).

f.

(ni,si,ni+l,b)

=

(i+2)nd node.

(ni,si,ni+l- 1,a). the rate at which server i+l gets unblocked by the

g.

(mit b•mi+l,Si+l) => "(mi,a,mi+l,a), the rate at which a job leaves node i+l and
triggers an instantaneous arrival to node i (i.e. node i and i-l were blocked).

These transition rates are approximated using the conditional probabilities p(ni-l,si-l 'n h sJ
and p(ni+2,si+2'ni+l,Si+l). The first conditional probability p(ni-l,Si-t1ni,Si) means that
given we know the state of the ith node, what is the state of the (i-l)st node; the second
conditional probability p(ni+2,si+2Ini+I,Si+l) means that given we know the state of the
(i+ l)st node, what is the state o~ the (i+2)nd node. These conditional probabilities are not
known, but they are approximated by successive iterations. The steps of the iterative
procedure are as follows:
Step 1: (Initialization). Select an initial approximation fer the conditional probabilities
p(O)(ni-l,Si-l 'nit sUand p(O)(ni+2,Si+2Ini+ 1.Si+ I), i=2,3,... ,M-l.
Step 2: (Iteration j). Solve M-l pairs of neighbouring nodes i,i+l for i=l,2,...,M-l. For
each pair i.i+l use p(j-l>(ni-I,Si-llnitSJ and pU-1)(ni+2,Si+2Ini+l,Si+l) and solve the
system numerically to obtain

p(j)(nit Si,ni+l,si+l). From this compute

p(j)(ni,Si1ni+l,Si+l) and p(j)(ni+l,si+llnitsU and any other performance measures of
interest.
Step 3: If the maximum absolute value between two iterates for each node is less than a
given value. then convergence has been attained. Otherwise, set j to j+ 1 and return
to step 2.

3.4 The Caseau and Pujolle algoritbm
Caseau and Pujolle [17] reponed on an algorithm for obtaining the maximum throughput
of the system, assuming that the first node is infinite. Repetitive-service blocking was
assumed. As was mentioned in section 2, in the repetitive-service blocking, one can
distinguish two cases depending upon whether the destination remains fixed or not In a
tandem configuration. these two cases are identical due to the fact that each queue has only
one destination.
The algorithm decomposes the queueing network into individual nodes with revised arrival
and service processes. Each node is then studied in isolation. The arrival and service
processes for node i, i=l,2,...,M, are revised as follows.

a.

The arrival process is assumed to be Poisson with an effective rate A or a total input
rate AI[ I-Pi(mU].

b.

The service time is assumed to be exponentially distributed with parameter JJ.i[ 1Pi+l(mi+l»). This parameter was obtained as follows. A unit in node i, upon

completion of its service, attempts to enter node i+ 1. If node i+1 is full at that time,
the unit will repeat its service, The probability that the unit will repeat its service is
approximated by Pi+l(~i+l), Le, the probability thal node i+l is full. Therefore,
the probability that the unit will repeat its service k times is [1Pi+l(mi+l)][Pi+l(mi+l)]k-l. Then, the probability density fmction of the effective
service time at node i is
00

L

Ek [I-Pi+l(mi+l)][Pi+l (mi+l)]t-l ,

k=l

where Ek is an Erlang distribution with k phases, each with mean 1/~. The above
distribution is equivalent to an exponential distribution with parameter JJ.i[ 1Pi+l(mi+l)].

Given A. (the arrival rate at the first node) we can apply the above approximation procedure
starting from the last node and working backwards. Each node i, i=2,...,M, is studied as
an rvtIMIl/mit and node 1 as an MIMII. Using this algorithm the maximum throughput can
be approximated as corresponding to an input value ).* for which ).- =- ~1[1-P2(m2)].
The above four approximation algorithms are based on the notion of decomposition. In
particular, the algorithms by Hillier and Boling, Perros and Altiok, and Caseau and Pujolle
are single-node decomposition algorithms. This is because the queueing network under
study is decomposed into single nodes. The algorithm by Brandwajn and Jow is a twonode decomposition algorithm seeing that the queueing network is broken-up into twonode subsystems. In general, the two-node decomposition algorithm requires much more
cpu time, but it has better accuracy (see also Takahashi [72]).
3.5

Other references

Pollock, Birge and Alden [66] described an approximation algorithm for analyzing tandem
configurations under the blocking-after-service mechanism assuming exponential and
general service times. The approximation algorithm can be used to obtain the queue-length

distribution at each node of the system. The algorithm utilizes arguments similar to those
used in the Perros and Altiok [62] algorithm. Mitra and Mitrani [54] introduced a tandem
configuration motivated by a kanban scheme. The first node was assumed to be saturated.
The blocking mechanism is as follows. Server i continues to serve units during the time that
node i+l is full.The served units remain in node i. Server i gets blocked when the ith node
is full and all units have been served. The authors analyzed approximately the queueing
network using a single node decomposition, and then combining the isolated nodes through
a set of fixed-point equations.
Massey [S3] obtained the exact joint distribution for a tandem configuration with no
intermediate buffers, and no queue in front of the fint server (i.e, mi=l, i=l,2,...,M).
Each server has the same service rate, which is equal to the rate of arrivals at the first node.
Blocking-before-service was assumed. Bocharov and Rokhas [12] studied a tandem
configuration with no intermediate-buffers, where the first node was assumed to be infinite.
The authors obtained the maximum throughput using the faet that the rate diagram of the
system has a block tri-diagonal rate structure. Also, Bocharov and Spesivov [13]
considered a tandem configuration with no intermediate buffers, where the first node has a
finite capacity. The distribution of the inter-arrival time and the service time at the first node
were assumed to be phase-type. The service time at the remaining nodes was assumed to be
exponentially distributed. External Poisson arrivals occur at each intermediate node. A unit,
upon completion of its service at node I, i=2,3,...,M-l, may either proceed to node i+l or
it may be fed back to node i. If a unit attempts to enter node i+l at a time when the node is
full (i.e, busy), the unit is lost. A recursive algorithm is given with which one can obtain
various measures such as the probability the queueing network is empty, and the
probability the first queue is empty. Makino[S2] and Hunt [30] studied a queueing network
consisting of three servers with no intermediate buffers, assuming that the first node is
saturated. They obtained the mean effective service time of the first server. Also, Makino
obtained the output disaibution of this queueing network. Finally, a critique of three
approximation algorithms was given by Bell [10].

4. TANDEM CONFIGURATIONS: CONSTANT SERVICE TIMES

In this section, we examine tandem configurations with constant service times. We
distinguish between the case of non-synchronized servers and the case of synchronized
servers. The former case is similar to the queueing network examined above, only each

server provides a constant service time, whose length may be node-dependent In the latter
case, the queueing network is synchronized so that all servers begin and end service at the
same time. The duration of the service is constant Variation in the service time is
introduced by allowing each server to break down with some probability. This type of
queueing network arose from studies of synchronized assembly production systems, and
is a very popular model in the area of productioa.

4.1 Non-syncbronized servers
In this section, we consider the following two cases: a) servers without failures, and b)

servers wi th failores.
4.1.1

Servers without failures

Avi-Itzhak[9] analyzed an open tandemconfiguration with blocking-alter-service assuming
constant service times, i.e. server i provides a constant service time of length Sit
i=I,2,...,M. It was also assumed that the servers never break down. Units arrive at the
first node, which is assumed to have an infinite capacity, according to an arbitrary arrival
process. Each node is served by a single server, and units are served in a FIFO manner.
Avi-Itzhak establishedthe following two results:
a) The time spent in the system by any unit is independent of the order of the servers
and it is also independent of mit the finite capacity of node i (i_I).
b) The total time a unit spends in the whole network equals the sum of all services plus
the total time the unit spends waiting in the various queues of the network. This total
waiting time is equal to the time the same unit would spend waiting in a single server
queue with a constant service time equal to the largest constant service time of the
tandem configuration (assuming the same arrival process in both systems).
Altiok and Kao [6] obtained bounds for the throughput of a tandem configuration which
is similar to the one by Avi-Itzhak discussed above, but assuming Poisson arrivals and a
finite capacity at the first node. We note that the above two results do not apply to this
particular configuration. Finally, Newell [57] analyzed a similar configuration, assuming
that the first node is saturated (i.e, there is always a unit waiting to be served). He obtained
an explicit expression for the cumulative number of units to depart from server I,
i=1,2,..,M, by time r, assuming initially an empty system.

4.1.2

Servers with failures

De Koster [40,41,42] considered a tandem configuration, in which units are not modelled
separately, but rather the flow of units is modelled as a continuous variable. This enables
the modelling of the configuration at an aggregate level A server is either operational or
broken down. Both operational and broken down periods are assumed to be exponentially
distributed, During the operational period, deterministic service is provided. If the server's
buffer becomes empty, the server adjusts its speed to the speed of the upstream server. If
the upstream server is down, then the server is forced to stop. If the downstreambuffer is
full, the server either adjusts its speed to the downstream server's speed, or it stops. The
tandem configuration is decomposed into subsystems, each consisting of two successive
servers and the intermediate buffer. Each subsystem is analyzed using differential
equations. Wesfreid [76] also used differential equations to analyze a similar tandem
configuration consisting of three nodes. A continuousflow model was analyzed by Dallery,
David, and Xie [20]. Also, in the same paper, the interested reader may find a good
introduction on this model. Finally, we note that this model was first analyzed by
Sevast'yanov [67].

4.2

Synchronized servers with failures

Let us consider a tandem configuration assuming that the first node is saturated, that is,
there is always at least one unit waiting to be served. Each server provides a constant
service time. This time is the same for all servers, and it is taken as the unit time. All
servers are synchronized, that is they all begin and end service at the same time. Thus, if
we assume for a moment that the servers never break down, then there will be no units
waiting in queues 2 through M. Variability in the service is introduced by allowing a server
to break down. In particular, server it i=l,2,...,M, breaks down during a unit time with
probability Pi. The time to fail is thus distributed geomettically with a mean time to fail of
I/pi. Server i ~.} repaired during a unit time with probability Ii. The time to repair is
therefore also geomeaically distributed with a mean time to repair of 1/ri. Blocking-beforeservice is assumed. That is, if the node i is full, server i-t gets blocked.
This type of queueing network arises in automatic synchronized assembly lines, and quite
often it is referred to as the transfer line model. It was analyzed by Buzacott [16]. Below,
we discuss an approximation procedure for the analysis of this type of queueing network
due to Gershwin [23]. We note that in the analysis below, it is assumed that a server may

only break down during the time it is busy serving. An idle or blocked server never fails. A
unit in service is not lost if during its service the server breaks down. By convention,
repairs and failures occur at the beginning of a unit time, and a departure (or an arrival)
from (to) a node takes place at the end of a unit time. Each server is completely
characterizedby its breakdown and repair probabilities.
The approximation algorithm decomposes the queueing network into subsystems, each
consisting of two successive servers and the queue in-between. Thus, subsystem i,
i=2,3,...,M, comprises of queue i and servers i-land i, as shown in figure 4.1. The

Figure 4.1: A two-server subsystem
characteristics of each of these two servers (i.e. the breakdown and repair probabilities)
are modified, so that the first server reflects the behaviour of the upstream part of the
queueing network and the second server reflects the behaviour of the downstream pan of
the queueing network. Thus, subsystem i can be used to approximate the behaviour of node
i. The first and second server of the ith subsystem, are characterized using information
from the (i-l)st and (i+ l)st subsystem respectively. Each subsystem is solved exactly
using results from Gershwin and Schick [22]. The approximation algorithm is an iterative
procedure consisting of three loops: Each loop is characterized by the solution of a single
non-linear equation in one unknown, and it is solved using the Newton-Raphson method.
The algorithm yields the throughputof the network and the mean number of units that wait
for service in each queue i, i=2,3,...,M. Dallery, David, and Xie [19] found examples
where the algorithm fails to converge. They proposed an alternative way to solve the
equations obtained from the decomposition algorithm. The proposed method is
computationally efficient,and it was foundexperimentally that it always converged.
Gershwin [24] extended the above method to the case where the servers have different
processing speeds. Liu and Buzacott [51] described a two-server decomposition algorithm,
for analyzing approximately a generalization of the transfer line model. Jafari and
Shanthikumar [31] also developed a two-server decomposition algorithm for the transfer
line model, with the following feature. When a server breaks down, the unit being

processed is scrapped with some probability or it is completed when the server becomes
operational again. Ohmi [58] obtained approximately the throughput of a transfer line
assuming a) only one server may be broken down at any time, b) if a server breaks down,
the contents of the buffer in front of it is assumed to be equal to the mean number of units
in the buffer. Finally, the problem of allocating buffers so as to maximize a performance
measure has been studied by Soyster and Toof [69], Soyster, Schmidt, and Rohrer [70],
Sbeskin [68], and Jafari and Shanthikumar[32].

s.

TANDEM CONFIGURATIONS: GENERAL SERVICE TIMES

In this section, we discuss two approximation algorithms (or tandem configurations with
general service times, namely. the algorithms by Jun and Perros [34], and GilD and
Makowski [26].
5.1 The Jun and Perros algorithm

Jun and Perros[34] analyzed an open tandem configuration with blocking-alter-service,as
shown in figure 5.1, where each server has a C2 service. All nodes. except the first one,
are assumed to be finite, The first node may be finite or infinite. Let mi be the capacity of
the ith node, i=1,2,...,M. Also, let (Sit!' Si,2. 9i) be the parameters of the C2 service
distribution of the ith node. where Sij is the service rate at the jth phase of the C2
distribution, j=1,2, and 9i is the probability that upon service completion at the first phase
the unit will move to the second phase service. The arrival process at the first node is
Poisson. The algorithm is based on the earlier algorithm by Perms and Altiok [63]
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Figure S.1: A tandem configuration with C2 service times

described above. That is, the system is decomposed into individual nodes with revised

arrival process, service process and augmented capacity. Each node is then analyzed in
isolation. In particular, the capacity of each decomposed node is augmented by one, the
service process is revised to include the additional blocking delays, and the arrival process
is described by a C2 disaibution (rather than a Poisson distribution). The algorithm yields
the steady-statequeue-length disttibution of eacb node. Let us assume for a moment that the
first node is infinite. The algorithm consists of the following three steps.

Step 1: This is identical to the algorithm proposed by Perros and Altiok [63] and Altiok
[2,~" The non-Poisson arrival process at each decomposed node I, i22, is approximated by
a F on distribution with parameter Ai such that the effective arrival rate at this node is
eq~
~ A.. the system's throughput. The algorithm begins with the analysis of the Mth noc!~
anc . roceeds backwards to queue I. Unlike the predecesson of this algorithm, the effect
service time at each node is collapsed to a C2 disttibution. For instance, let us consider ...e
(M-l)st node. Upon service completion at node M-I, the unit will enter node M without
getting blocked with probability 1-1tM-l. Otherwise, with probability 1tM.l it will get
blocked. The time it spends being blocked is, of course, the remaining service time at node
M at the instant of blocking. When the (M-l)st node gets blocked, the Mth server is busy
serving a unit and it is either in phase I or phase 2 with probability wM.l and WM.2
respectively. If it is in phase 1, the distribution of the remaining service time is the service
time, i.e, a C2 distribution with parameter (SM.ltS~ew. If it is in phase 2, the remaining
service time is distributed exponentially with l/SM,2. Hence, the effective service time of
the (M-l)st node is described by the phase-type distribution shown in figure 5.2 The

'M-l,l

Figure5.2: The effective service time of ~
quannnes 1tM-l and WMj are calculated approximately

\1-1)st server
U1

the previous algorithms'

\1(mM,j)/pM(mM), where
using information from the Mth qu- 'e. That is, WMj
PM(mM,j) is the probability that the
~ is full and the server is in phase J. j=1,2, and

PM(mw is the probability that the

node is full. The probability JtM-l is calculated

using

Linle's relation on the fictitious (I11M+l)st posinoe, Le,

The quantity in the square brackets in the above expression approximates the residual
service time of the Mth server when the (M-l)st server gets blocked. Now, using the
method of moments, this phase-type distribution is approximated by a C2 distribution,
This simplifies the effective service time (without compromising the algorithm's accuracy,
see Perros and Snyder [65]). Node M-I can now be analyzed as an M/C2l1/mM-l+1 queue
using the matrix-geometric procedure. In order to do this, we need to know in advance the
overall arrival rate AM-l rather than the effective arrival rate).. As in the predecessors of this
algorithm, A.M-l can be found by solving the fixed-point problem AM-l= )J[l-PM-t(I11M1+ 1)].
Working backwards we can analyze each node i in isolation as an M/C2l1/mi+l. except
node 1 which is analyzed as an M/C2Il node.

Step 2: This step deals with approximating the arrival process of each decomposed node
by a C2 distribution, while keeping the effective service process as modified in step 1. As
before, the capacity of each node is augmented by one. The analysis of the network
proceeds from node 1 to node M, and each node is analyzed is isolation.
Let us first consider node 2. In order to characterize its arrival process, one needs to know
the pdf of the inter-departure time from node 1. This, in general, is difficult to obtain.

•

Instead, the Laplace transform 01(s) of the inter-departure time from node 1 is obtained
assuming that successive effective services are independent of each other. When a unit
departs from node 1, either another unit is available in the node ready to begin service, or
the node is empty. In the f11'5t case, the time until the next departure from node 1 is
distributed exactly as the effective service time. In the second case, the time until the next
departure is the sum of two intervals, the first being the time until the next unit arrives and
the second being the unit's service time. Thus, we have

where B~ (5) is the Laplace transform of the pdf of the effective service time at node 1. The
above Laplace transform is set equal to the Laplace tranSform of the pdf of the effective
inter-arrival time at node 2. c;(5). As before, in order to analyze this node, one needs to
know the overall arrival process rather than the effective arrival process. The Laplace
transform0;(5) of the inter-arrival time of the overall anival process is given by the
following expression:

where f2 is the probability that an arriving unit finds node 2 full and it is lost. This is the
probability, that an arrival sees lIl2+1 units in the node. It can be easily expressed in terms
of the time average probabilities P2(Q2). From the above expression, the first three moments
of the overall arrival process Vo~l. Vo2,2. vo2J can be obtained. Thus, the overall arrival
process can be approximated by a C2 distribution. Node 2 can now be analyzed as a
CJ1C211/m2+1 queue. We note, however, that f2 is still undetermined. This can be obtained
as in the predecessor algorithms by solving the fixed-point problem l/vo2,l =). (l-fV- This
guarantees that the throughput is equal to ).
The algorithm proceeds forward, analyzing each node in the same fashion, until the Mth

nc z is analyzed. The expression of the Laplace transform of the pdf of the inter-departure
time of node it ~2, is slightly more complicated than the one given above, because the
arrival process at node i is a C2 rather than Poisson. Each node is analyzed using an
iterative procedure by Yao and Buzacott [74].
Step 3: This step is identical to step 1. The objective is to re-calculate the effective service
time at each node. The analysis proceeds from node M-l to node 1. The effective service
time of node i is calculated following the same arguments as in step 1. However, due to the
fact that the arrival process at node i+l is C2, the quantities Wi+lJ are calculated using
probabilities conditioned on the time immediately before an arrival. These conditional
probabilities are easily obtained from the time average probabilities.

The approximation algorithm involves using steps I, 2, and 3, and then testing for
convergence. In particular. let p~2)(ni} and p~3)(nu, ni=O,l,... .m], be the queue-length
distribution of the ith node obtained in step 2 and 3 respectively. Then, if
I (2)
(3)
I
.
~ Pi (nJ - Pi (nJ < e, stop. Else, repeat steps 2 and 3 and test for convergence again.

The case where the first node is finite is treated in a similar way as in the Perms and Altiok
algorithm described in section 3~ Convergence of the effective arrival rate at the first node is
tested after step 1 and subsequently after step 3.
In general, the approximation algorithm gives results which are significantly better than

those obtained using step 1, i.e. under the assumption that the anival process to each
decomposed node is Poisson. The average relative error of the approximation algorithm
was observed to be about 5%, whereas the average relative error of step 1 was observed to
be about 13%. The algorithm was also used to analyze tandem configurations with
exponential service times. No significant improvementaver the results obtained using step
1 was observed, when all the service rates were approximately equal (balanced services).
For, in this case, the coefficient of variation of each effective service time was close to 1,
thus justifying the Poisson assumption. Some improvements, however. were observed for
unbalanced cases.
5.2 The Gun and Makowski algorithm
GUn and Makowski [26] analyzed approximately a tandem configuration with phase-type
service times assuming blocking-after service and blocking-before-service. The
approximation algorithm decomposes the tandemconfiguration into subsystemsconsisting
of two successive servers and the in-between buffer.That is, in order to analyze node i, the
algorithm constructs a subsystem (call it subsystem i) consisting of server i-I, queue i, and
server i. The service time of these two servers is augmented so that the first server
represents the behaviour of the upstream pan of the configuration, and the second server
represents the behaviour of the downstrean part of the configuration. Each two-server
subsystem is analyzed numerically in isolation within an iterative scheme. The algorithm
starts with the 2nd subsystem and proceeds forward, until it analyses the Mth subsystem. It
then executes a backward pass starting from the (M-l)st subsystem back to the 2nd
subsystem. It thus iterates backwards and forwards until the throughputs of all the

subsystems are sufficiently close to each other. The algorithm yields the queue-length
distribution at each node.

We now proceed to discuss how the service times of a two-server subsystem are
characterized. Consider the ith subsystem consisting of the (i-l)st server, the ith server, and
the in-between buffer. In order to be able to analyze this subsystem in isolation, we need to
know whether the ith server will get blocked upon service completion, and how loog it will
remain blocked. This information is obtained from the (i+ 1)51 subsystem. The service time
at the ith server is constructed following the same argumeDts u in Altiok [5] (or IUD and
Perros [34]). For instance, let us consider a tandem configuration where each node is
served by a C2 distribution, as in the IUD and Perms algorithm described above. Then, the
ith server of the ith subsystemhas a structure identical to the effective service time of the ith
server in the Iun and Perros algorithm. The branching probabilities are calculated using
information from the (i+l)st subsystem.
Now, let us consider the (i-I )st server of the ith subsystem. Following a service completion
at this server, we need to know whether the server will become idle or not and how long it
will stay idle. This information is obtained from the (i-l)st subsystem. In particular, from
this subsystem, we can calculate the probability that upon departure from the subsystem,
the (i-l)st buffer will be empty. Furthermore, this probability can be conditioned on the
phase of the arrival process, i.e. the phase the (i-2)nd server is when a departure takes
place that leaves the (i-l)st buffer empty. Thus, we can construct a phase-type distribution
which will depict the time it takes for the next departure to occur given that the previous
departure left the subsystem empty. This phase distribution is used to augment the service
of the (i-l )st server in the ith subsystem. We note that both the servers of the ith subsystem
may be characterized by a large phase-type distribution.
We note that Altiok and Ranjan [7] reported on an approximation algorithm for analysing

tandem configurations with phase-type services assuming blocking-after-service. Their
algorithm is practically identical with the GUn and Makowski [26] algorithm. Also, the
algorithm by GUn and Makowski (and also by Altiok and Ranjan) is conceptually identical
with the Jun and Perros [34] algorithm. GUn and Makowski carried out some comparisons
between their algorithm and the Iun and Perros algorithm. The two algorithms appear to
have comparable accuracy, though the GUn and Makowski algorithm gave better results in
one example where the servers have a very high variability. However, the Jun and Perros
algorithm is 2-3 times faster than the GUn and Makowski algorithm (see GUn and
Makowski [26]).

5.3 Otber references
Choong and Gershwin [18] proposed an approximation algorithm for analyzing tandem
configurations with unreliable servers. The method is similar to the one by Gershwin [23]
for synchronized tandem configurations. For each server, the service time, the time to fail,
and the repair time are assumed to be exponentially distributed. The same problem was
more recently tackled by Gershwin [25] using the algorithm by Dallery, David, and Xie
[19]. Altiok [5] proposed an approximatice algorithm for analyzing tandem configurations
~th phase-type services. The algorithm is similar to the one by Perms and Altiok [63].
Hildebrand [27] considered a tandem configuration with saturated first queue, general
service times, and blocking-after-service. The author showed formally that the system's
throughput is the reciprocal of the effective service time at the first node. He obtained an
expression for it in some cases. Knot [39] obtained an approximation for the throughput of
a tandem configuration with saturated first queue, under a variety of different servicetime
distributions. Jassim [33] analyzed approximately a tandem like configuration motivatedby
an open double loop fault tolerantring network with finite storage capacities.
Muth [55] considered a tandem configuration with saturated first queue, general service
time distributions, and blocking-alter-service. He showed that the throughput of this
system remains invariant under reversal of. the queueing network, i.e. when units pass
through the network in the reverse order beginning with the Mth server and ending with
server 1. This was shown by treating each position in a queue as a server with zero service.
Similar results were also obtained by Dattatreya [21]. Also, of interest is the paper by
Yamazaki, Kawashima, and Sakasegawa [73].
Kelly [36] considered a tandem configuration in which a unit receives the same service at

each node. The service time of a unit is drawn from a general distribution. The first queue
is always saturated, blocking-after-service or blocking-before-service may be assumed, and
all nodes have the same finite capacity.The author obtains an asymptoticexpressionfor the
throughput of the system as the number of nodes increases. Also, in Kelly [37], the author
investigates the effect of re-ordering the sequence of units on the system's throughputfor a
similar tandem configuration with no intermediate buffers.

6.

ARBITRARY CONFIGURATIONS

In this section, we discuss approximation algorithms developed for the analysis of arbitrary
configurations of queueing networks with blocking.
Takahashi, Miyahara and Hasegawa [71] aDd Labetoulle and Pujolle [44] were probably the
first to propose approximation algorithms for queueing networks with blocking, where the
nodes are linked in an arbitrary fashion..
Takahashi. Miyahara and Hasegawa [71] considered the case where each node is served by
a single exponential server. and external arrivals occur to each node in a Poisson fashion.
Blocking-after-service was assumed. The problem of deadlock that may arise in this case,
as it will be further discussed in section 6.2, was not taken into account explicitly. The
approximation algorithm is similar to the single node decomposition algorithms discussed
in the previous sections. In particular, for node i. let Uj be the set of its upstream nodes.
Then, the effective arrival rate into node i is

A. =

L rj i~Jl·Pj(O»
jeUi

where rji ,je Vi, is the probability that a unit upon completion of its service at node j will
join node i, ~j is the effective service time at the upstream node j, and Pj(O) is the
probability that node j is empty. The total arrival rate Ai into node i is calculated using the
expression A.i = ~[l-Pi(mi)], where Pi(mi) is the probability node i is full. The effective
service time of the ith node l/~i is obtained as follows:

-+~i =_1~l

+

•

L rikPk(mk) [1 + L Pjrjk -f=L-] ~

ke Di

je Uk
j;ei

~j+~i

where the second term reflects the blocking delay a unit may suffer upon completion of its
service at the ith node. In particular, OJ is the set of downstream nodes of node i . For each
of these nodes k, ke D], the unit may be blocked for a period of time. The mean time of
this period is given by the term in the square brackets. The summation term within the
square brackets represents the additional delay the blocked unit suffers due to units from
other nodes which are also blocked and which will enter node k first. The quantity Pj used

in this second summation term is the traffic intensity of the jth node. These equations can be
written down for each node. The solution to the queueing network is obtained by solving
the set of equations obtained from all nodes. The algorithm yields for each node the
blocking probability and its throughput
Labetoulle and Pujolle [44] analyzed an arbitrary configuration with repetitive-service fixeddestination blocking. That is, the unit upon service completion at node i attempts to join
node j. If node j is full, the unit receives another service at node i. This is repeated until the
unit completes a service at node i at a time when the destination node i is not full. The
authors developed a single node decomposition type of approximation algorithm for
exponentially distributed service times. They then extended the algorithm to the case of
general distributions.
Below, we describe approximation algorithms which are more complex than the above two
algorithms, but they have better accuracy. In particular, in the following section, we
discuss feed-forward configurations, and in section 6.2, we discuss arbitrary
configurations. Funher references are given in section 6.3.

6.1 Feed-forward configurations
A feed-forward configuration is a queueing network in which the nodes are linked

arbitrarily, but without forming loops. An example of such a configuration is given in
figure 6.1. We first describe an application of the matrix-geometric procedure to the
analysis of feed-forward configurations, and then we discuss an approximation algorithm
by Perms and Snyder [65]. The matrix-geometric procedure is a numerical procedure and it
gives exact results. Strictly speaking this procedure does not fall within the scope of the
paper, but it was included because of the interest in this procedure.

sub-matrices will not be finite. The diagonal elements of Q are saietly negative, and thc offdiagonal elements are non-negative. The stationary probability vector, if it exists, is the
solution to the system xQ=O, xe=1, where the column vector e has all elements equal to
one. Let the vector x be partitioned as follows Z=(y.sl~2,.")' where y is an Nt-vector,
and Xlt i=1,2,..., are N2-vectors. Also, let A-AO+Al+A2 be the infinitesimal generator
for a finite continuous parameter Markov process, assumed to be irreducible. Its stationary
probability vector is denoted by ~t where ~A=O, ~e=l. Then, the following holds
(see Neuts[S6]):

The above Markov process is positive recurrent if and only if ~A2e =~Aoe. If the
Markov process is positive recurrent, then there exists a Don-negative matrix R with
spectral radius less than one, such that
Xi

=Xl

Ri-l .i >1.

The vectors y and Xl are uniquely determined by

yBt + xIB2 = 0
yC+ XI(Al+RA2) =0
ye + Xl(I-R)-le = 1.
The matrix R is the unique non-negative solution, with spectral radius less than one, of the
matrix-quadratic equation

The matrix R can be numerically determined as the limit of the monotonically increasing
sequence of maaices {Rn, n>O}
(6.1)

The numerical investigation of a queueing model involves the following three stages: a)
generation of the states, b) generation of the rate matrix, and c) solving for the stationary
probability vector. As an example let us consider the three-node queuing network obtained
from figure 6.1 by removing node 4. The state of this network can be fully described by
the vector (01,02,n3), where nl=O,... .mi, n2=O,..·,m2+1, and n3=O,...,m3+4. ml may be

Figure 6.1: The four-node configuration

6.1.1

Matrix-geometric solution

Let us consider an open feed-forward queueing network with blocking-alter-service, as
shown in figure 6.1. All service times are assumed to be exponentially distributed and
external arrivals are assumed to occur in a Poisson fashion. Units in each node are served
in a FIFO manner. External arrivals occur only to the first node, whose capacity is assumed
to be infinite, The capacity of all the other nodes is finite. The state vector of this type of
network keeps track of the number of units at each node and the status of the server (i.e,
blocked or serving). The resulting continuous time irreducible Markov process has an
infinitesimal generator of the following form, after the states are ordered lexicographically.

Q=

81
82

C
Al
A2

AO
Al
A2

AO
Al

AO

where 8 I is a square matrix of order N I, the square matrices AO, AI, and Az are of order
N2 and matrices 82 and C are rectangular with appropriate dimensions. NI and N2 are
integer variables and they are functions of the capacity of the nodes and the topology of the
network. Only one of the nodes is allowed to have an infinite capacity, otherwise the above

procedure has been used to efficiently calculate the exact steady-state probability
distribution of a network up to four nodes.

6.1.2 The Perros and Snyder algorithm
Perros and Snyder [65] reported on a computationally efficient approximation algorithm for
feed-forward open exponential queueing networks with blocking-after-service. The
algorithm is based on an earlier procedure due to Alaok and Perros [4]. The class of
queueing networks with blocking that can be analyzed consists of single server queues
linked so as to form a feed-forward configuration. Figure 6.1 shows such a queueing
network consisting of four nodes. All service times are assumed to be exponentially
distributed and external arrivals are assumed to occur in a Poisson fashion. Units in each
node are served in a FIFO manner. The capacity of a node to which external arrivals occur
can be finite or infinite. The capacity of all other nodes is finite. External arrivals may
occur to more than one node, though for simplicity it has been assumed that they all occur
to one particular node. A finite node may not accept both external arrivals and input from
other (upstream) nodes.
The algorithm is an extension of the Perros and Altiok algorithm described in section 3. It
decomposes the queueing network into individual nodes, each with a revised arrival
process, service process, and capacity, so that each node can be studied in isolation. The
parameters of each node are revised as follows: a) the arrival process at each node is
approximated by a Poisson distribution; b) the original service mechanism of any node
that may become blocked is augmented by a phase-type distribution which represents the
blocking delay a unit may experience, and c) the capacity of each finite node is augmented
by as many positions as the number of upstream nodes directly linked to it The phase-type
structure representing all blockingdelays a unit may experience upon service completion at
a node has a very simple structure. It is concise and consistent from node to node, thus
making implementation easy.
Let us consider the feed-forward queueing network with blocking shown in figure 6.1.
Units arrive at the fJISt node only, according to a Poisson process with rate A.I. Service
times are exponentially distributed with parameter ~ at node i. Let mi denote the capacity
of the ith n~e. m2, m3 ,II14 are assumed to be finite, and ml is allowed to be finite or
infmite. In the discussion below we assume that the first node, to which all external
arrivals occur, has an infinite capacity. (The modifications necessary when the flI'St node

finite or infinite. The random· variable nit i=l,2,3, indicates the number of units in node i.
which may vary from 0 to mi. If ml is infinite, then Dt may take any non-negative integer
number. The additional values associated with random variables 02 and n3 are used to
describe the various blocking states. In particular, D2=1J12+1 denotes that node 1 is blocked
by node 2, n3=m3+1 denotes that node 1 is blocked by node 3, n3=D13+2 denotes that node

2 is blocked by node 3. n3=m3+3 denotes that nodes 1 and 2 are blocked by node 3 in that
order, n3=m3+4 denotes that nodes 2 and 1 are blocked by node 3 in that order. The states
can be easily generated in a lexicographical order using the following simple algorithm:
for i

=0 to ml do

for j = 0 to m2+1 do
for k = 0 to M3+4 do

if (iJ.k) is feasible then
begin

states(ind) = (iJ~)
ind = ind + 1
end;
The generation of the rate matrix can be accomplished easily by going through the list of
states and for each state generate all feasible transitions. In fact due to the structure of the
rate matrix, it suffices to generate sub-matrices Bl' B2. C, AO, At, and A2. The state
space and rate matrix for more than three nodes network can be obtained in a similar
fashion. In general, however, their calculation is more complex than the one described
above. This is mainly due to the increased number of nodes and the increased number of
combinations in which nodes can get blocked.
Once the necessary sub-matrices have been set up, the stationary vector can be obtained by
solving recursively for R using (6.1). Empirically, it was observed (see Onvural, Perros
and Altiok [60]) that the computation of the steady-state probabilities is the major
contributor to the time complexity of this numerical procedure. That is, the solution for R,
y and Xit i=O,l,... , require much more time than the generation of the states and the rate
matrix. Furthermore, the computation of R is the most time consuming. The convergence
of R depends on the number of nodes. the topology of the network, the buffer sizes, and
the traffic congestion level in the network. The first three factors basically determine the
order of R As the order of R increases, the time it takes R to converge increases as well. A
non-trivial factor that also affects the convergence of R is the traffic congestion level. As
the traffic intensity increases the convergence time also increases. The matrix-geometric

three moments and then fittin'g a Coxian-2 distribution, with parameters vi41, Vi42, and aj4,
i

= 1.2,3.

Figure 6.2: A phase-typerepresentation of the blocking delay at node 4.
The third node is now considered in isolation. The capacity of node 3 is increased by two

units since both nodes 1 and 2 may be blocked by node 3. The arrival process at node 3 is
assumed to be Poisson with parameter ).3 t where 13 is determined from the fixed point

problem ~3 =A3[ I-p3(m3+2)], with P3(m3+ 2) a function of A.3, and r3 = ).1 (rl3 + r12 r23).
The service mechanism at queue 3 is augmented. as shown in figure 6.3, by the Coxian-2
representation of the blocking delay at node 4 which is experienced by a unit completing
service at node 3.

Figure 6.3: Service mechanism at node 3.

has a finite capacity are similar to those mentioned in the Perros and Altiok algorithm in
section 3.)
As before, let Pi(nu be the probabilitythat there are Di units (including the one in service) at

node i, under equilibrium condltions and let Jtij(nj} be the conditional probability that upon
service completion at server i, there are Dj units in node j.
The algorithm begins with the analysis of node 4. Because of the network topology, node
4 cannot become blocked. Since nodes 1, 2 and 3 may send units to node 4, the capacity of
node 4 is increased by 3 units and node 4 can be analyzed as an MJMIl/D14+3 node. The
equilibrium queue length distributioncan be obtained from the classicalMJMIlINformulae
once the overall arrival rate 4, is known. Assuming thatnode 1 is stable, the rate at which
units enter node 4 is 4=Al(r14 + r12~ + r12rnl14 +r13114). The quantity 4 can be
obtained by the fixed-point expression 4[1-p4(D14+3)]=4, where P4(ID4+3) is a function
of 4.
Once the equilibrium probability distribution of node 4 is obtained, the blocking delay
experienced by units at nodes I, 2, and 3 because node 4 is at capacity can be represented
by a Coxian-2 distribution, This distribution is constructed using the phase-type structure
as illustrated in figure 6.2. This phase-typestructure reflects all the possibledelays a unit at
node I, i=I,2,3, may undergo if at the moment it completes its service, its destination node,
node 4, is full. In particular, a unit entering this phase-type structure has already received
service at node it i=I,2,3, and has selected node 4 as its destination. With probability 11ti4(lI14)-1ti4(m4+1) -1ti4(In4+2), the unit will immediately enter node 4. This event
corresponds to the upper path in figure 6.2. The other paths in this figure represent the
event that the unit finds the buffer full. IT no other units are already waiting for a buffer
space, the unit from node i will be forced to wait at node i until a service completionoccurs
at node 4. This time has an exponential distribution with parameter ua, This event
corresponds to the second branch in figure 6.2. If a unit arrives from node i to find n units
already awaiting buffer space, the unit will get blocked at node i for n+I consecutive time
periods, each exponentially distributed with parameter J.L4. This situation corresponds to the
two bottom branches in figure 6.2. The quantities 1ti4(.), i=I,2,3, are determined as in the
Perms and Altiok algorithm discussed in section 3 (see also Altiok and Perros [4]). Once
all the parameters of the phase-type distribution illustrated in figure 6.2 are known, we can
construct a Coxian-2 representation of this phase-type distribution by determining its first

and also delays due to blocking by node 4. This distribution is then used to construct a
representation of the delay experienced by units at nodes 1 and 2 because node 3 is at
capacity. This blocking delay is represented in the form of a phase-type distribution as
shown in figure 6.4. The conditional throughputs, 7ti3(.), i = 1,2, are obtained in the same
way as in Altiok and Perms [4]. This phase-type distribution is collapsed to a two-phase
Coxi an distribution with parameten Vi3I, V-132, 1i3, i-l.2, using the method of moments.
Now, following similar arguments we can analyze node 2. In particular, its service time is
augmented so that in addition to its regular service, it comprises of two Coxian-2 delays,
with parameters V231t V232, a23, 'and Y2AI, Y242, 124, reflecting the blocking delay at node
3 and 4 respectively. Node 1 is analyzed likewise.

6.2 Arbitrary configurations

In this section, we examine two approximation algorithms for analyzing configurations of
arbitrarily linked nodes, namely the algorithms by IUD and Perros [35] and Kouvatsos and
Xenios [43].
6.2.1 The Jun and Perros algoritbm

Jun and Perros [35] analyzed approximately an open queueing network consisting of
arbitrarily linked finite single server queues. External arrivals may occur at each node. All
service times and inter-arrival times are assumed to be exponentially distributed. Blockingafter-service was assumed. A unit arriving to a node from outside is lost if the node is
found full. Due to the arbitrary interconnection of the nodes, deadlock may occur. For
example, suppose that node i is blocked by node j. Now, it is possible that a unit in node j
may, upon completion of its service, choose to go to node i. If node i is full at that time, a
deadlock will occur. It is assumed that deadlocks are detected instantaneously. They are
resolved without any delay by exchanging all the blocked units simultaneously. For
instance, in the above example, the blocked units at nodes i and j will be exchanged
simultaneously. In general, this scheme for resolving deadlocks may violate the firstblocked-first -enter priority rule associated with blocking-after-service. For instance,
suppose that node i and k are blocked by node j in that order. That is, if a departure occurs
from node j, the blocked unit from node i will enter node j first, Let us now consider the
following situation. Suppose that the departing unit from node j chooses node k as its
destination, and that node k is full at that moment This will cause a deadlock to occur. The
deadlock is resolved by simultaneouslyexchanging the blocked units from node k and node

A three-phase server of this type has a transition rate matrix with departure rate blocks
having rank 1. This property allows the equilibrium queue-length distribution to be written
immediately in terms of the queue parameters (see Neuts [56]).
P3(1)T ~).3 P3(O) [1 0 0] R
~3(n)T:a ~3 ~3(n-l)T R

with

and P3(n)=P3(n)Te 3, where e 3 is a column vector of ones.

-

-

-

In the analysis of node 3, our method requires the construction of two Coxian-2

representadons.Tbis is done so that the solutionof each node in isolation is both simple and
consistent from node to node, First, the representation of the augmentedservice mechanism
at queue 3, shown in figure 6.3, is condensed to a two-phase Coxian distribution with
parameters V31, V32, a3. This Coxian-2distribution incorporates the service delay at node 3

Figure 6.4: The phase-type representation of the blockingdelay at node 3.

of finite nodes arbitrarily linked. There is an external arrival process to each node. All
service times and inter-arrival times are assumed to have a generalized exponential
distribution (hereafter referred to as GE). In a GE distribution, a unit with probability 9
receives an exponential distribution, or with probability 1-8 it receives zero service time.
This means that a GE distribution is equivalent to a Poissonian bulk arrival process, where
the bulk is geometrically distributed. In view of this, a queueing network with GE interarrival and service distributionscan be seen u having bulk arrivals and bulk service times.
The approximation algorithm decomposes the queueing network into individual nodes with
revised arrival and service disaibution. Each node is then analyzed in isolation using the
principle of the maximum entropy. In particular, let us consider a GE'JGFJl/mqueue, i.e. a
single server queue with capacity m and GE inter-arrival and service distribution. Units that
arrive at the queue when the queue is full. are IOSL We first note that this queue can be
analyzed by setting up the steady-state equations and subsequently using z-transforms.
Alternatively, it can be analyzed using the maximum entropy principle as follows. Let p(n)
be the steady-state probability that there are n units in the node, n=O,l,... ,m. Then, the
form of this probability can be completely specified by maximjzing the entropy function
m

H(p) =- I p(n)logp(n)

n=<>

subject to the following constraints:

m

1.

Normalization, i.e. I pen) = 1.

2.

The percent of time the node is utilized is equal to p, i.e, I, p(n) = p, or written

n=O

m
n=1

m

out in a more convenient form

I h(n) pen) = p, where hen) = min (I,
n=O

max(O,n)}.

m
I, np(o)
n=O

= L.

3.

The mean number of units in the node is equal to L, i.e,

4.

The probability the node is full is" i.e. p(m) =~, or more conveniently
m
I, f(n)p(n)
where f(o) =max(0, n-m« 1).

n=O

="

j. In view of this, the blocked unit from node k enters node j flrSt while node i still remains
blocked by node j. Thus, the tirst-blocked-tirst-enterrule is violated.

The algorithm developed for the analysis of this type of network is based on the previous
algorithms by Altiok and Perros [4] and Perros and Snyder [65]. It decomposes the
queueing network to individual nodes, each with augmented buffer capacity and with
revised arrival and service process. The arrival process is assumed to be Poisson. The
capacity of the node is increased by as many positions as the number of the upstream nodes
directly linked to the node under study. The service process is revised to include a phasetype distribution, whose parameters reflect all the possible blocking delays and deadlocks.
This phase-type distribution is rather complicated due to the deadlock and its resolution
mechanism. After it is constructed, it is then simplified by collapsing pans of it to C2
distributions using the three moment approximation. In particular, each pan of the phasetype distribution that represents the blockingdelay due a particularqueue is collapsed into a
C2 distribution. Thus, the resulting effective mechanism becomes very simple, and the
node under study can be analyzed numerically.
The approximation algorithm is an iterative scheme and it is similar in spirit to the isolation
method of Labetoulle and Pujolle [45]. In particular, each node is analyzed separately as
described above. An iteration is completed when every node in the queueing network has
been analyzed. Following a convergence test, the algorithm stops or another iteration is
carried out. If the nodes are fully interconnected. then the order in which each node is
analyzed in not important, Furthermore, within each iteration, in order to analyze a node,
one needs certain values from the other nodes. For the nodes that already have been visited
during this iteration, the new updated values are used For those nodes that have not been
visited yet, the values obtained from the previous iteration are used.
6.2.2

The Kouvatsos and Xenios algorithm

Kouvatsos and Xenios(43] analyzed open and closed queueing networks of arbitrarily
linked finite queues, assuming repetitive-service blocking with random destination. That is,
a unit upon service completion at node i attempts to join node j. If node j is full at that time,
the unit receives another service at node j. It then attempts to enter a new destination node
chosen independently of the destinationnode selected the last time. This is repeated until the
unit successfully enters a destination node. We note that due to the nature of this blocking
mechanism, deadlocks do not arise. In this paper, we discuss their algorithm for open
queueing networks with blocking. In particular, let us consider an open queueing network

The algorithm iterates in a fashion similar to the isolation method of Labetoulle and Pujolle

[45] or the Jun and PeITOS method described above. The algorithm yields the marginal
queue-length distribution.

6.3 Other references
Feed-forward configurations of the type analyzed above were also considered by Lee and
Pollock [48]. The queueing network analyzed is the same as the one considered by Altiok
and Perras [4] and Perms and Snyder [65], with the additional assumption that external
arrivals can occur at each node. The algorithm yields the queue-length disaibution for each
node. It is a single node decomposition algorithm and it consists of a forward pass and a
backward pass. In the forward pass, the rate of arrival into each node i is updated using
information from its upstream nodes, which have already been visited. In the backward
pass, the effective service time of each node i is updated, using information from all its
downstream nodes which have already been visited. The effective service time at each node
is assumed to be exponentiallydistributed.
Takahashi [72] analyzed a feed-forward queueing network with blocking-before-service,
assuming exponential services and Poisson distributed arrivals, Each queue was served by
two servers. The configuration is similar to the one shown in figure 6.1. The rate matrix of
this system has a special structure, which is exploited by the approximation algorithm.
Takahashi analyzed this queueing network using single node decomposition, two node
decomposition, and three node decomposition.
Kerbache and MacGregor Smith [38] proposed an approximation method for analyzing
queueing networks under type 3.1 blocking. Service times and external inter-arrival times
were assumed to have a general distribution. The authors applied their method to small size
tandem, split, and merge configurations. Finally, Akyildiz [1] obtained a product-form
solution for open, closed, and mixed queueing networks assuming repetitive-service
blocking with random destination and multipleclasses.

7.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

So far, it appears that the best way to analyze open queueing networks with blocking is
approximately, by decomposition. Despite the fact that more work is needed, one can safely

Assuming now that we know p, L,·and', we can use Lagrange's method of undetermined
multipliers to obtain p(n) that maximizes H(P) subject to the above four constraints. We
have
p(n)

=p(O) gb(D) x Dyf(D),

where g =0 e -~l. x =e -~2. y =0 e -~3. and ttl. 152.153 are the Langrangian multipliers
corresponding to constraints 2 - 4. Note that p, L, and , can be expressed in terms of the
unknown Lagrange multipliers. Now, we cannot yet analyze this node because we do not
know p, L, and ,. However, the Lagrange multipliersg and x can be obtained for the case
where m is infinite. Under the assumption that they are invariant to the node capacity, they
can be used for the case GE/GFJl/m. The Lagrange multiplier y can then be determined
from the remaining equations. It turns out that the solution thus obtained is the exact
solution.
Each node in the network is analyzed separately after the service and inter-arrival
distributions are modified. The effective service time is a random number of GE service
times. The probability of a servicerepetition is approximated by
1ti

= L rij 1tij(mj).
jeDi

As before, Di is the set of all downstream nodes of node i, lij is the branching probability
that a unit upon completion of its service at node i will join node j, and 7tij(mj) is the
probability that a unit upon completion of its service at node i will be blocked by node j
(i.e., node j is full at that moment). The resulting service is represented by a GE with mean
Jli (1-1tJ and coefficient of variation 1ti+C~(1-1tJ. where c~ is me coefficient of variationof
the original service time. The mean and coefficient of variation of the inter-arrival time to
the node is approximated by a GE distribution. This is done in two steps. First, the interdeparture process of an upstream node is characterized by a GE distribution using an
expression of the inter-departure process of a GEiGE/l queue. Subsequently, all the GE
inter-departure processes of the upstream nodes are aggregated to a single GE inter-arrival
process to node i.

argue thar "the back has been broken". We need, however, to unify and compare the
various approximation algorithms, and study their convergence and error analysis. Also,
we need to better understand some of the properties of these networks from the more
theoretical point of view.
Most of the research on queueing nerworb with blocking has concentrated on the single
class case. Now, that we begin to understand bow to analyze these networks, we should
start concentrating on multiclass queueing networks with blocking. In these networks, one
can combine priorities with the" classical blocking mechanisms in order to come up with
new exciting, more realistic (and probably more difficult to analyze!) models. Also, the
advent of new ISDN type of technologies such ATM requires the analysis of very large
multiclass queueing networks, with large finite buffers, very high anival rates, and bursty
type of traffic.
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